To: Media Law & Policy Membership Competition Participants  
From: Media Law & Policy Editorial Board  
Date: July 3, 2012  
Re: Membership Competition Citation Exercise

The following pages (pages 2-3) contain a list of sources that need to be put into proper Bluebook format. Please note that not all information provided is relevant for the proper citation.

Please use the template provided to indicate the correct citation, the Bluebook rule number used, and any comments about the changes made to the citation. This format is exactly what MLP members will use when they perform citation checks throughout the year.

You can assume the substance has been checked and is correct; you only need to worry about the correct citation format.

PLEASE DO NOT PUT YOUR NAME ON THIS EDITING EXERCISE. Instead, provide your NYLS student identification number and submit your response via the portal with the other materials by 5 pm on July 23, 2012. This will keep your submissions anonymous.

Thank you for your participation in the MLP Write-On Competition!
Please put the following sources in proper Bluebook format.


3. United States Code, Title 47, Section 317, subsection a


7. Cite to Footnote 1 of this exercise at page 3033.


10. Cite to Footnote 9 of this exercise.

11. Digital Millennium Copyright Act, United States Code, Title 17, Section 512, passed on October 12, 1998.


17. Cite to Footnote 14 of this exercise at page 335.

18. Cite to Footnote 17 of this exercise.
